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VIC. BR. BULL. NO.  242                                                                                      FEBRUARY/MARCH 2008 

 

NOTICE OF MEETING 

 

The next meeting of the Branch will be held on the 18th February at the  Melbourne Camera Club Building, 

cnr. Dorcas & Ferrars Sts  South Melbourne at 8pm.   

 

The theme of this meeting will be a "Mini Shell Show", please bring a special shell to discuss and any shells 

you wish to sell or trade. 

  

The March meeting will be on the 17th which will be a Member’s Night.                   

Raffles and supper as usual. 

 

Year 2008 Meeting Dates 

             February 18th                                          March 17th                                                April  21st 

             May 19th                                                 June 16th                                                   August 18th 

  September 15th                                       October 20th                                             November 17th    

There will be no meeting in July. 

 

Office Bearers  for 2008                                                        Committee 

Chairman               Fred Bunyard                                          Michael Lyons                                     

Sec. Treasurer        Michael Lyons                                        Don Cram 

Bulletin Editor       Val Cram                                                Val Cram  

Meeting Reporter   Don Cram                                               Branch Correspondence for ASN Geoff Macaulay 

Bulletin Despatch  Chris Bunyard                                         Branch Tutor Robert Burn 

Librarian                Alena Bubenicek 

 

Subscriptions to the Society are now due.  The fee has not changed $70.00 p.a. $5.00 extra family member 

and Student member $45.00. 

Reminder to Branch Bulletin subscribers that a book of ten 50c stamps will ensure your issues for 2008. 

The financial statement will be published in the next bulletin. 

 

Secretary                 Michael Lyons      Tel. No. 9894 1526 

Chairman                 Fred Bunyard        Tel. No. 9439 2147 

 

Printed courtesy of Steve Herberts Office, Parliamentary Member for Eltham 

 

Conus marmoreus Linne 
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT FOR 2007          Presented at the November annual meeting. 

 

It is nice to report that the past year has seen the continuance of the revival of our Society from the turmoil of 

recent years. The finances are now on a viable footing and there is confidence for the future of our Society. 

Much work has been done by Mark Norman and his team and our finances are now on a sound footing.  

 

Our Victoria Branch has had a very good year with interesting and educational meetings. Simon Wilson, 

Platon Vafiadis, Lynton Stephens, Don Cram and Robert Burn all writing articles for our Branch Bulletin. 

There were also articles by ex members, Jack Austin and Chris Goudey. 

 

We did not have any guest speakers for our meetings this year (apart from Mark Norman) and this is probably 

a downside of us not having meetings at the Museum. 

However this was in no way seen as a problem as members took the time and trouble to bring along shells and 

exhibits to make our evening programme both entertaining and educational. There were in excess of 30 such 

contributions throughout the year by varying members.  

 As a result of the decision at the February meeting that some members would arrange to have a monthly club 

dive, we have been kept up to date with the wonderful world that exists under the waves that we normally only 

see in documentaries on T.V.  Apart from hearing of the vagaries of the various dive locations we get to see 

some of the shells that are collected and are left to drool over the fact that we cannot join in on the experience. 

I would now like to thank all the committee members who have worked tirelessly throughout the year to keep 

our branch going: Michael Lyons our Secretary, Don & Val Cram for reporting on our meetings and for editing 

our newsletter and Chris Bunyard who has looked after the mailing. Chris also continues to look after shell 

sales and supplying shells for our raffles from donated shells from the Bode Collection and now the Haynes 

Collection. Alena Bubenicek continues to look after our library and, with Edna Tenner, keeps us supplied with 

Coffee and cookies for our “supper”. Robert Burn is our resident expert and contributes to all our meetings 

passing on his expertise and knowledge. 

I would like to thank Jonathon Fell of Collector’s Corner, at Gardenworld for his continued support in selling 

donated material, thereby raising funds for our branch. 

I would finally like to thank all members, collectively, for being part of our branch. Those that attend our 

monthly meetings, regularly, sometimes or, not at all as with those who live further a field. 

 

I wish all members the best of health. Have a very merry Christmas and a happy new year.                                                                                       

 

 Fred Bunyard, Chairman. 

 Diving at Edithburgh Pier 
 

 On 4 May 2007 Simon Wilson and myself were able to do some diving at Edithburgh pier in South Australia, 

having timed our visit to coincide with the local shell show that was being held in Adelaide.  On diving the pier 

previously Simon had been very impressed with the quantity and diversity of molluscan life and was keen to do 

it again, for me it was a completely new experience.  The town itself is very small and relaxed and we were 

greeted by fine weather and winds that were propitious for diving.  Immediately upon reaching the pier we were 

lucky to bump into Karen Gowlett-Holmes, a noted marine scientist and underwater photographer who was just 

exiting the water as we were gearing up.  She was kind enough to provide us with information on some of the 

local dive sites and on the marine life present at Edithburgh which further increased our appetites for diving. 

 

 Immediately upon entering the water we began finding molluscs.  At the base of the stairs were species such as 

Haliotis cyclobates, Stomatella impertusa and Lutraria rhynchaena.  From there we proceeded further out 

under the pier which is an extremely wide structure that reaches a maximum depth of about 8½ metres on its 

northern side.  The site is sometimes plagued with poor visibility but we were fortunate enough to experience 

very clear conditions on this occasion.  The substrate under the pier consists of fine sand, rubble and seagrass 

however the large bivalves Pinna bicolor and Atrina tasmanica are abundant, comprising a mini-substrate unto 

themselves. At one stage I spotted the spectacular chiton Rhyssoplax calliozona living on one of these razor 

clams. 

 One very striking aspect of the pier is the abundance of pectens.  Mimychlamys asperrima festoons the pylons 

in certain places and Equichlamys bifrons is common on the sediment, the latter being a very agile swimmer.   
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Rarer species such as Mesopeplum tasmanicum and Semipallium hallae have also been reported here.  Simon 

located a specimen of Spondylus tenellus and also several Cypraea comptonii hiding amongst ascidians.  In 

addition to live shells there were many dead specimens to be found amongst the rubble, examples being Mitra 

glabra, Lima lima vulgaris, Limatula strangei and Conus anemone compressus. 

 

 Although we were focussing on molluscs it was impossible to ignore some of the other marine life at 

Edithburgh.  At one stage I was turning over some rocks when I realised at the last instant that the rock I was 

about to grab had eyes, and a mantle, and was in fact a beautifully-camouflaged cuttlefish.  For me the visual 

highlight of the diving occurred when I looked up to see a large jellyfish drifting through the spears of sunlight 

filtering through the wooden planks.  Amongst its oral arms numerous juveniles of the mosaic leatherjacket 

(Eubalithys mosaicus) were sheltering however there was also an adult leatherjacket encircling, though it 

appeared to be of a different species.  Whether it was feeding, parenting or simply curious it is hard to say but 

the ensemble of species made for a breathtaking and memorable sight. 

 

 After some well-earned food, checking into our accomodation and topping up with air we returned for a few 

hours of night diving.  Opisthobranchs were more prominent on these dives.  Earlier Karen Gowlett-Holmes 

had reported seeing species such as Chromodoris epicuria, C tasmaniensis, Verconia verconis, Neodoris 

chrysoderma and many others.  Under an old plank of wood I found the common species Doriopsilla carneola.  

An unidentified pink species was found on sediment at the base of a pylon however the best find was a 

moderately large, bright orange species which I found crawling amongst seagrass.  Most likely this was the 

mysterious orange Tambja sp. which was also found by the MRG in Victoria earlier this year. 

 

 Several interesting molluscan interactions were observed.  Pleuroploca were observed feeling upon 

Phasianella australis and also Lyria mitraeformis.  In turn a Lyria mitraeformis that we collected and 

photographed behaved very aggressively towards a C. comptonii in the same container.  Bulla botanica were 

abundant, ploughing through large tracts of seagrass and sediment.  Ericusa fulgetrum has previously been seen 

alive here by Simon Wilson, on this visit the only one we saw was a dead specimen inhabited by a large hermit 

crab.  The muricid Pterynotus triformis was seen alive and Lepsiella flindersi in dead condition.  Non-

molluscan life was again spectacular.  It was strange to see many of the fish we had seen during the day, such as 

western talma, asleep inside rotten sections of pylon.  A blue devil-fish hiding under a cross-section was also a 

highlight. 

 

 Finally after scanning many pylons encrusted with yellow and orange sponge my torch beam settled upon a 

large black blob – Zoila friendii thersites, a slightly sub-adult specimen which I did not collect.  The black 

mantle of this species is quite thin and does not totally obscure the colour pattern.  It was quite a thrill to see this 

species alive for the first time.  In the morning we packed up and headed off to the shell show in Adelaide with 

some vivid memories, a few specimens and a determination to return to the site in the future. 

 

        Lynton Stephens 

  October Meeting Report 

 

Geoff Macaulay brought in a tray of shells he recently collected on a diving trip to Madang PNG. He also 

showed a selection of interesting land snails he had recently acquired. 

 

Lynton Stephens several nice specimens of Cypraea hungerfordi and  also a specimen of the rare Cypraea 

kuroharai  Habe, 1961 from the East China Sea. 

 

Simon Wilson brought in some nice specimens of Spondylus for identification which he collected diving on a 

recent trip to Thailand. We are looking forward to some articles on his many diving trips. 

 

Platon Vafiadis showed a specimen of Haliotis brazieri Angus, 1869 he found while beach collecting at 

Boydtown NSW.  He also found some  washed up specimens of Struthiolaria scutulata at the same beach. 

 

Don Cram  
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 Two omissons from Marine Molluscs of Victoria 
 

 There are two Victorian species which have traditionally been considered to belong to the genus Leucotina.  

Initially placed in the Acteonidae, and later the Pyramidellidae, Ponder (1987) suggested that they belong in an 

alternate heterobranchian family - the Amanthinidae.  The larger and more common of our two `Leucotina' is a 

shell described by Adams as Monoptygma concinna which collectors may be familiar with from Jansen (1995) 

and also May (1923).  The former gives a description of the shell and cites its range as from southern QLD to 

South Australia.  The Southern Synthesis also includes a line drawing of L. concinna.  Most specimens are 

small (4 to 6mm) although a specimen I collected from Point Leo on 20 Nov 2004 measures a whopping 

12.3mm. 

 On a recent (14 Mar 2007) trip to Port Welshpool I was able to observe L. concinna alive for the first time.  

Whilst collecting specimens, mostly dead, of the attractive venerid bivalve Eumarcia fumigata I was surprised 

to discover some living examples of L. concinna attached near the margin.  Jack Austin has apparently also 

observed the species on this host.  Several of the Leucotina were later observed under a stereomicroscope, 

photographed and preserved by both Platon Vafiadis and myself. 

 

 Indo-Pacific species of the genus Leucotina were reviewed by Alan Beu in the June 2004 edition of the Journal 

of the Royal Society of New Zealand (vol. 34. no. 2).  In here Beu concludes that a great many taxa of 

Leucotina formerly considered distinct are in fact a single widely distributed and variable species – Leucotina 

casta.  As part of this study our L. concinna is regarded as a variety of L. dianae which is in turn a synonym of 

L. casta.  These animals have in the past been noted as ectoparasites on bivalves.  In northern Australia Neville 

Coleman has reported L. casta living on Glycymeris and other species.  In New Zealand the venerid 

Austrovenus stuchburyi is believed to be the host.  This sort of habitat explains why many specimens of 

Leucotina exhibit black staining, this resulting from ferrous sulphide in the lower, anoxic layers of mud into 

which bivalves may sometimes burrow.  

  

In 1995 Hori & Tsuchida published an anatomical study of Japanese members of the genus Leucotina, finding 

extensive similarities with Amanthina tricarinata and confirming Ponder's suspicion that Leucotina belongs in 

the Amanthinidae.  The Port Welshpool specimens compare extremely well with Hori & Tsuchida's sketches in 

terms of external anatomy.  Distinctive features are the large mobile proboscis, known as a mentum, which is 

divided by a longitudinal groove.  Also unusual are the cephalic tentacles which bear a deeply excavated groove 

which diminishes and then terminates towards the base.  The distal end of each tentacle is so hollow as to 

resemble a half-rolled piece of paper.  The animal itself is of a cream colour with irregular opaque-white, 

snowflake-like speckling, this being most dense on the mentum and just behind the cephalic tentacles. 

 

The family Amanthinidae is unusual in that it includes regular spiral gastropods such as Leucotina but also 

limpet-like species of the genus Amanthina.  A similar situation exists in the parasitic family Eulimidae which 

has capuliform members in the genus Thyca.  The species which appears in Marine Molluscs of Victoria as 

Capulus violaceus is treated by Jansen as Amanthina violacea, citing Ponder's work.  It is not mentioned in the 

Southern Synthesis.  A. violacea is not common in Victoria, the specimens I have collected from Point Leo and 

Merricks Beach are mostly quite small and drab.  In NSW it is cerrtainly more common and more impressive, 

specimens often being of a pink, sometimes red colour and occasionally exceeding 15mm in size. 

 

 The second species of `Leucotina' recorded from Victoria is a rather strange little shell described by Pritchard 

& Gatliff as Turbonilla micra, the original material coming from off Rhyll in Westernport Bay.  It was 

transferred to Leucotina by Hedley (1904) who reported specimens from deep water off Woolongong.  This was 

followed by May's Tasmanian Shells (1923), Cotton (1959) and Iredale & McMichael (1962).  The shell is of 

an unusual shape with the centre of the outer lip slightly contracted, however the sculpture is the most 

distinctive characteristic.  This consists of many spirally aligned rows of small pits which give the species a 

punctate appearance.  The diagram in Pritchard & Gatliff's original description captures the shell well (see fig. 

1), by comparison the figure in May (1923) is extremely poor. 

 

 L. micra is a very small species - slightly under 2mm is the average size - and at most Victorian localities it is 

of infrequent occurrence with most specimens being very worn.  Such shells, having lost the pitted sculpture 

may be easily confused with the pyramidellid Puposyrnola harrisoni which has a very similar structure.  My 

initial specimens came from San Remo and Point Leo, where it is rare. Subsequently it was found to be  
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common in grit from Silverleaves Beach, near the type locality, and also in shell sand from the Inverloch region 

passed on to me by Joan Hales.  Specimens from the latter locality are sometimes exceptional in quality and 

many have unusually high spires.  In NSW it appears to be rare, I have a single specimen from Bermagui and 

two from Point Congo.    

Alan Beu's review of the Indo-Pacific Leucotina does make mention of L. micra, expressing the opinion that it 

does not in fact belong to the family Amanthinidae but is actually a pyramidellid.  This raises the problem of 

the shell's correct generic placement.  It is considerably different from other members of the genus Turbonilla, 

in which it was described, which are characterised by Laseron (1951) as being elongate, many-whorled and 

often acicular shells with predominantly axial sculpture and with the the columella fold obsolete or absent.  It 

some respects it is similar to certain species of Latavia, Puposyrnola, Cingulina and Miralda but micra appears 

to be, at present, taxonomically homeless and possibly warranting its own genus.  It has not been collected alive 

to my knowledge. 

Whilst I was searching for information on these 

species I was surprised to discover that both `L. 

concinna' and `L. micra' are absent from our 

otherwise-comprehensive pink bible `Marine 

Molluscs of Victoria'.  This appears to be a rare 

oversight since both species occur in the earlier 

Macpherson and Chapple list.  Collectors may need to 

get out their pencils.  I must thank two people for 

helping with this article, Robert Burn for providing a 

very useful reference and Platon Vafiadis for also assisting with references and with photography of living 

specimens. 

First figure:  L. casta living animal, Port Welshpool 14 Mar 2007, self-illus 

second:  Turbonilla micra, original figure from Pritchard & Gatliff, 1899 

third:  species micra, generic placement uncertain, specimen from Inverloch, collected 24 Jan 2007 by Joan 

Hales,  self-illus 

                                              Lynton Stephens 

Parastrophia in Victoria 

 

Molluscan literature indicates that the family Caecidae s not well represented in Victorian waters.  Two species 

are listed in Marine Molluscs of Victoria (p.103): Caecum including amputatum, Hedley, 1893 and Pedumicra 

cygnicollis (Hedley, 1904), both originally described from the Sydney area of NSW.  Typical Caecum including  

amputatum, belong to the subfamily Caecinae: almost all species have a deciduous coiled protoconch, leaving 

the adult shell as a slightly curved tube closed off posteriorly by a plug or septum.  In the subfamily 

Ctiloceratinae, to which cygnicollis belongs, the protoconch is retained, the adult shell is tubular, tapering, and 

either curved, slightly spirally twisted, or planispiral with an open wide umbilicus.  Some species of the latter 

shape are ornately sculptured. 

On 11th July 2007, Joan Hales collected a sample of fine shell sand at Inverloch, and with infinite patience, has 

sorted the sample little by little.  Among her first finds was a specimen of a strange minute tusk-like shell with 

miniscule coiled protoconch.  Upon showing me a photograph of the specimen, I proclaimed "Pedumicra 

cygnicollis (Hedley, 1904) – first record from Victoria for almost 100 years."  Since then, Joan has sorted out 

further specimens from the sample, and has donated two specimens to the MV collection.  All specimens are 

2.5 - 3.0 mm long by less than 1mm diameter. Microscope examination of Joan’s shells, plus reference to the 

literature indicates the necessity of name changes and corrections.  Firstly, Pedumicra is now subsumed in the 

synonymy of Parastrophia de Folin, 1869.  

The NSW species cygnicollis is distinguished by a gently flaired apertural end of the protoconch from within 

which the adult shell or teleoconch emerges.  Joan’s shells have an abrupt ring-like varix at the apertural end of 

the protoconch, and both teleoconch and protoconch are the same diameter either side of the varix.  This ring-

like varix is characteristic of Parastrophia erseusi  Hughes, 1993, described and well figured from a large 

collection of specimens from Rottnest Island, south Western Australia.  The Inverloch shells therefore are 

identified as P. erseusi. 

What then of the earlier record of cygnicollis from Port Albert, Victoria?  Re-examination of these specimens, 

still present in the Museum Victoria collection, shows that they too are Parastrophia erseusi.  This species 

appears to have a wide southern Australian temperate distribution. 

Robert Burn 
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 November Meeting Report 

Don Cram showed a photograph of the radula taken from the specimen of Buccinulum bednalli taken by 

Michael Lyons from Castle Rock off Port Phillip Heads. Don compared the radulae of Buccinulum kingicola 
and Tasmeuthria clarkei showing them to be very different to that of B. bednalli. 

2). Simon Wilson displayed preserved animals of Limatula strangei that he collected whilst diving at Boarfish 

Reef located inside Port Phillip Heads. Simon also discussed recent dives he did at Port MacDonnell where he 
collected some Notocypraea. 

3). Lynton Stephens displayed three examples of Cypraea arabica including a 99mm example from 

Madagascar, an extremely heavy and calloused specimen and an example of a very small specimen. Lynton also 
had an example of a pale Zoila friendi thersites from deep water in South Australia. 

4). Michael Lyons gave a brief account of some observations whilst diving at Portsea. 

5). Alena Bubenicek described large numbers of dead mutton-birds on the beach at Tathra recently. 

Michael Lyons 

More on Buccinulum bednalli  (Sowerby, 1895). 

 

Subsequent to my note in Vic.Br.Bull. No.241 p.6, I have been able to extract and mount the radula of Michael 

Lyons specimen of Buccinulum bednalli from Castle rock Southern Port Phillip Bay, which has been found to 

be an important new record for Victoria. This has now been compared to the radulae of Tasmeuthria clarkei 

(Tension Woods, 1876) and Buccinulum kingicola (Tate & May, 1900) Both these species have an extended 

three pronged fork like central tooth with three sharp cusps on each lateral.   

 

The central tooth of the radula of bednalli is more like Cominella lineolata (Lamarck, 1809) with three sharp 

cusps evenly spaced over the width of the tooth although the main body of the tooth is more squared and the 

cusps are shorter.  It has three cusps on the laterals, whereas  lineolata has only two.  

  

Buccinlum bednalli and radula.  Michael Lyons specimen                            Buccinlum kingicola and radula, (Pt Fairy Victoria) 

 

Compare above image of the radula of kingicola to one 

of Tasmeuthria clarkei published in Bulletin 241. 

 

Based on these radula  similarities I believe both  clarkei  

and kingicola which have more recently been placed in 

Buccinulum Deshayes, 1830 should remain in 

Tasmeuthria Iredale,1925 as a distinct genus.  

Don Cram 

 

 

 

Cominella lineolata and radula, Cape Liptrap Victoria 

                                                                                        

 


